Abstract. Personalized recommendation attracts a surge of interdisciplinary researches. Especially, similarity based methods in applications of real recommendation systems achieve great success. However, the computations of similarities are overestimated or underestimated outstandingly due to the defective strategy of unidirectional similarity estimation. In this paper, we solve this drawback by leveraging mutual correction of forward and backward similarity estimations, and propose a new personalized recommendation index, i.e., corrected similarity based inference (CSI). Through extensive experiments on four benchmark datasets, the results show a greater improvement of CSI in comparison with these mainstream baselines. And the detailed analysis is presented to unveil and understand the origin of such difference between CSI and mainstream indices.
Introduction
With the revolutionary development of technology of Internet [1, 2] , World Wide Web [3, 4] and smart mobile devices [5, 6] , information bursts out explosively and inconceivably changes lifestyle of human beings [7] . Different from traditional lifestyle, people are gradually accustomed to acquiring information through an online way, such as reading news in web portals, watching movies in video websites, shopping in Ecommerce platform, etc. While information is continuously growing day by day, billions of objects, involving with millions of movies, songs and books, and numerous news, become overloaded and severely challenge personal processing abilities. It leads people to an awkward and painful situation that they cannot find favorite objects due to their limited searching abilities, in contrary, numerous objects are unknown to the needed people, that is so-called long-tail effect [8] . Facing such situation, the personalized recommendation technology [9] comes out to break the dilemma, which captures peoples' habits through historical records of visiting and browsing activities in websites and further based on the habits recommend objects to the needed people. For examples, Amazon.com uses purchase records to recommend books [10] , AdaptiveInfo.com uses reading histories to recommend news [11] , and TiVo recommends TV shows and movies on the basis of users' viewing patterns and ratings [12] .
Driven by the great significance in economy and society [13, 14] , a large quantity of studies on recommendation systems are ever-lastingly achieved in various fields, from science analysis to engineering practice and from computer science to physics community (see the review articles [15, 16] and the references therein). Fruitful personalized recommendation technologies [17] are come up with and applied in real environments, including content-based analysis [18, 19] , knowledge-based analysis [20] , contextaware analysis [21] , time-aware analysis [22, 23] , tag-aware analysis [24, 25] , social recommendation analysis [26, 27] , constraint-based analysis [28] , spectral analysis [29] , iterative refinement [30] , principle component analysis [31] , etc. Besides, some similarity based recommendation algorithms due to high simplicity and effectiveness obtains widespread applications in personalized recommendation systems, such as collaborative filtering [32] , network based inference [33, 34, 35] , diffusion-based algorithms [36, 37, 38, 39] , and hybrid spreading [40, 41] .
In an unweighted undirected object-user bipartite network (BN), the basic theory in these similarity based methods has supposed that two objects are believed to be similar if they are simultaneously selected by a user, and the more users they are selected by, the more similar they are believed to be. However, because of sparsity and complexity in BN, in fact, some similarities among pairs of objects/users are overestimated or underestimated outstandingly, which generates many fake similarities leading to a lower recommendation accuracy. Here we take a specific example to explain the origin of problem, Figure 1 (a) describes a BN, with the same condition that object o 1 and o 2 , o 1 and o 3 are only selected by user u 2 at the same time, so that the similarity from o 1 to o 2 is expected to the same as the one from o 1 to o 3 . Nevertheless, it deviates from this Matrices W , R F SP , R BSP and S CSI indicate network based similarity matrix, forward and backward similarity proportion matrices and corrected similarity matrix, respectively. Color circles highlight the corresponding relations of similarity elements in different similarity matrices. Here element s ij in S CSI equals to √ w ij × r ji , with w ij in W = R F SP and r ji in R BSP .
expectation, that is, the statistical sums of similarities between each object and others are the same to be set as 1, and bidirectional similarities are essentially the same. In total five users selecting o 2 , only one also selects o 1 and for o 3 it is one in two. For o 2 , the most likely similarity only accounts for 1 5 of the original, and for o 3 it accounts for 1 2 . Thus, it suggests that the original similarity is overestimated between o 1 and o 2 or underestimated between o 1 and o 3 . In further, the discussed difference of similarities implies the existing drawback of the basic theory in these similarity based methods. To solve this drawback, a new method that can sensitively find and represent this difference is urging to be well designed.
To fairly handle the drawback of existing similarity estimation, herein we leverage the forward and backward similarity proportions to correct it, and according to that propose a new personalized recommendation index named as corrected similarity based inference(CSI) based on BN to enhance recommendation performances. Through extensive experiments on four benchmark datasets (Movielens, Netflix, Amazon and RYM), the results showing a great improvement of CSI in comparison of these mainstream baselines suggests its effectiveness.
The rests of paper are organized as follows: in section 2, the new model based on corrected similarity is introduced; in section 3 and 4, the experimental materials of four benchmark datesets and methods including metrics and four mainstream baselines are described respectively; we present the results and discussions in section 5 and finally make a conclusion.
The corrected similarity based inference model
A recommendation system commonly consists of users and objects, in which each user has collected some objects. By denoting the object-set as O = {o 1 , o 2 , · · · , o n } and user-set as U = {u 1 , u 2 , · · · , u m }, the recommendation system can be fully described by an n × m adjacent matrix A = {a ij }, where a ij = 1 if o i is collected by u j , and a ij = 0 otherwise. Thus, a recommendation system can be also described as a BN G(O, U). The personalized recommendation index according to BN based similarity shows lower complexity, higher effectiveness and more outstanding personality than traditional ones, achieving a lot of significant applications and continuously attracts widespread attention [16] . Here, we take BN based similarity to build our corrected similarity based inference model.
Bipartite network based similarity
First, we introduce the personalized recommendation index according to BN based similarity. In Ref. [33] , it builds an object based relation network and defines objectsimilarity weight between object o i and o j as below:
wherein w ij denotes the similarity between o i and o j and points out that how much probability a user will be recommended o i if he/her has selected o j . Furthermore, if such user's selections can be represented by a vector f , the coming recommendations are f ′ = W f , with W = {w ij } denoted as the similarity matrix. Then taking figure 1 for example, G contains user-set O = {o 1 , o 2 , o 3 } and userset U = {u 1 , u 2 , u 3 , u 4 , u 5 , u 6 }, and all selections are exhibited together. According to Equ. (1), all similarity weights between pairs of objects are obtained in matrix W in Fig.1(b) . Generally, a user wouldn't be recommended the objects he/she has selected, so we just emphasize the similarities between two different objects via different circles. Belonging to similarity based recommendation, this network based recommendation index also suffers the formerly discussed fake of similarity estimation which can be found in w 21 and w 31 holding the same weights surrounded by blue solid circle, even though the similarities in other circles are fairly distinguishably estimated. Consequently, the decision cannot be made to recommend which one of o 2 and o 3 to user u 1 marked blue in Fig.1(a) . This dilemma is urgent to be solved by correcting the computation of similarity.
Corrected similarity
The reason resulting in the fake similarity is sparsity and asymmetrical estimation that only considers the unidirectional similarity directly used in recommendation, such as from o 1 to o 2 via w 21 of W in Fig. 1(b) . Much more practically, two objects are believed to be similar only if the forward similarity proportion is coherent with the backward similarity proportion. And the more coherent, the more similar they are. We give the definitions of the forward and backward similarity proportions as follows: 
likewise, backward similarity proportion matrix R BSP = {r
BSP ji
} can be define as follows:
where r
is simplified as r ji .
Definition 2 Then, based on r F SP ij
and r
BSP ji
, the corrected similarity s
CSI ij
can be defined as:
where the similarity can be comprehensively corrected by forward similarity proportion r
F SP ij
and backward similarity proportion r
BSP ji
at the same time and the greater the corrected similarity is, the more similar the two objects identically are.
If an user has selections denoted by vector f , the recommendations f ′ using corrected similarity matrix S CSI can be derived from the equation f ′ = S CSI f . In  Fig 1(b) , R F SP and R BSP are illustrated. The original fake similarity estimations of w 21 and w 31 in blue solid circle, through the corrections via r 12 , r 13 and definition of r BSP ji , are corrected as s 21 and s 31 , between which the clear difference is embodied and confirms our formally expectation. Meanwhile, other similarity weight w ij are transformed into s ij with the same circle marker, keeping the existing distinguishability, such as w 13 and w 23 into s 13 and s 23 surrounded by green dash circles.
Experimental data
For demonstrating the excellent effectiveness and efficiency of CSI, we introduce four real benchmark datasets, Movielens †, Netflix ‡, Amazon § and RYM , as experimental materials the first two are from famous movie recommendation websites, the third is from a well-known online shopping store, and the last is from a music recommendation website. To recommend the appropriate objects, they all leverage ratings to capture users' preferences, with rating from 1 to 5 stars in Movielens, Netflix and Amazon and from 1 to 10 in RYM. User is believed to like the object as a user-object link, if the ratings ≥ 3 in Movielens, Netflix, Amazon and ≥ 5 in RYM. After deleting the 'dislike' links, we obtain the experimental datasets with detailed information in Tab. 1. In the experiments, all the possible user-object links constitute a total link-set E A . The existed link-set E should be divided into, training set E T including 90% links of the total and testing set E P containing the rest 10% links, with E P \ E T = ∅, obviously. Notice that the links in testing set are regarded as unknown information and forbidden from using in training process. The difference between E A \E contains all the ultimately unrealized user-object links.
Experimental methods

Metrics
A personalized recommendation index is always focused on three classes of performances: accuracy, diversity and popularity [16] . The accuracy is usually assessed by three metrics, including averaged ranking score, precision and AUC, which are described as follows:
(1) Averaged ranking score ( r ): Ranking score evaluates the extent the entire userobject links in the testing set E P are ranked ahead to in the user-object link set
If o i is selected by u j in the E P and has the position p ij in u j 's uncollected objects set O j according to the recommendation score, we have rank ij = p ij |O j | as the ranking score of o i -u j link l ij . Eventually, the averaged ranking score r over all the links in E P equals to:
Where |O j | and E P all indicate the number of elements in a set.
(2) Precision (P ): Precision measures the ratio in which how many links in the E P are eventually selected in every user's recommendation list with length L, so the precision P j (L) of user u j equals to
with N j standing for the number of the recommended testing links. Therefore, the definition of the whole system, averaged on individual precisions over all users, looks as follows:
(3) AUC: AUC (Area Under ROC Curve) attempts to measure how a recommender system can successfully distinguish the relevant objects (those appreciated by a user) from the irrelevant objects (all the others). The simplest way to calculate AUC is by comparing the probability that the relevant objects will be recommended with that of the irrelevant objects. For n independent comparisons (each comparison refers to choosing one relevant and one irrelevant object), if there are n ′ times when the relevant object has higher score than the irrelevant and n ′′ times when the scores are equal, then
Clearly, if all relevant objects have higher score than irrelevant objects, AUC = 1 which means a perfect recommendation list. For a randomly ranked recommendation list, AUC = 0.5. Therefore, the degree of which AUC exceeds 0.5 indicates the ability of a recommendation algorithm to identify relevant objects.
The diversity is usually evaluated by intra-similarity and hamming distance, of which the details are shown as below:
(1) Intra-similarity (I): A good algorithm should also make the recommendations to a single user diverse to some extent [42] , otherwise users may feel tired for receiving many recommended objects under the same topic. Therefore, for an arbitrary target user u l , denoting the recommended objects for u l as {o 1 ,o 2 ,..., o L }, Using also the Sφensen index [43] , the similarity between two objects, o i and o j , can be written as:
k(o i ) means the degree of item i. The intra-similarity of u l 's recommendation list can be defined as:
The intra-similarity of the whole system is thus defined as:
(2) Hamming distance (H): The algorithm should guarantee the diversity of recommendations, viz., different users should be recommended different objects.
It is also the soul of personalizedized recommendations. The intra-diversity can be quantified via the Hamming distance [37] . Denoting L the length of recommendation list (i.e., the number of objects recommended to each user), if the overlapped number of objects in u i and u j 's recommendation lists is Q, their Hamming distance is defined as:
Generally speaking, a more personalized recommendation list should have larger Hamming distances to other lists. Accordingly, we use the mean value of Hamming distance,
averaged over all the user-user pairs, to measure the diversity of recommendations. Note that, H only takes into account the diversity among users.
The popularity is closely related to personality, and estimated by average degree over recommended objects:
(1) Average degree ( k ): Given o ij is the jth recommended item for user i, k(o ij ) represents the degree of item o ij , so the popularity is defined as the average degree of all recommended items for all users as follows:
Baselines
For demonstrating the greater improvement compared with classical similarity based methods, four mainstream indices, global ranking method(GRM), cooperative filtering (CF), network based inference (NBI), initial configuration of NBI(IC-NBI), are introduced below:
(1) GRM [32] : Supposed the user-set is {u 1 , u 2 ,...,u m }, the object-set is {o 1 , o 2 , ..., o n } and the degree-set of all items is {k(o 1 ), k(o 2 ), ..., k(o n )}. In GRM, it sorts all the objects in the descending order of degree and recommends those with the highest degrees, i.e., we list the degrees in the descending order as
At last, after eliminating the objects that have collected from the descending order, the top-L objects in the rest are the recommended items.
(2) CF [32] : Collaborative filtering measures the similarity between users or objects. For two users u i and u j , their cosine similarity is defined as (for more local similarity indices as well as the comparison of them, see the Refs. [44, 45] ):
For any user-object pair u i − o j , if u i has not yet collected o j (i.e., a ji = 0), the predicted score, v ij (to what extent u i likes o j ), is given as
For any user u i , all the nonzero v ij with a ji = 0 are sorted in a descending order, and those objects in the top-L are recommended.
(3) NBI [33] : NBI is an algorithm based on network structure, and also uses the the Sφensen index. For a general user-object network, the similarity weight between o i and o j reads: 
Results and discussions
The experiments results on the above-mentioned four benchmark datasets are averaged over ten independent random divisions. For convenient exhibition of differences, table 2 organizes all related performance indices, and furthermore figure 2 depicts the precisionrecall curves on four datasets for more intuitively demonstrating the performance of performance.
As shown in Tab. 2, the optimal values of each index on six metrics are presented, and we can clearly find that the best ones emphasized in boldface are almost obtained through CSI. Concretely speaking, CSI surpasses GRM the most in all aspects, especially even with r reduced by more than 71% in Movielens, P increased by more than 4 times, H increased by more than 15 times and k reduced by more than 63% in Amazon. Although being better than GRM, CF is still worse than CSI in all metrics, and outstandingly, CSI exceeds it overwhelmingly with r reduced by more than 38% in RYM, P increased by more than 31%, I reduced by more than 37% and H reduced by 33% in Netflix, and k reduced by more than 40% in Amazon. Obtained further more improvement than CF, NBI is still defeated by CSI. CSI transcends NBI on six metrics, distinctively, with r reduced by more than 31% in RYM, P increased by more than 23%, I reduced by 31% and H increased by more than 24% in Netflix, and k reduced by more than 40% in Amazon. At last, IC-NBI considering more factors is the Table 2 . Performance comparison table. The r for ranking score, P for precision and AU C of IC-NBI are adopted at the optimal β of each metric, and other metrics-I for intra-similarity, H for hamming distance, k for popularity-take the values corresponding to the optimal β of r . The recommendation list L = 50, and the sampling number n in AU C is one million. All the values are obtained by averaging over ten independent runs with different data set divisions and numbers in brackets stand for the standard deviations. best in all baselines, but CSI still stands on top of it, remarkably, with r reduced by more than 21% in RYM, P increased by more than 16%, H increased by more than 11%, k reduced by more than 40% in Amazon and I reduced by more than 19% in Netflix. From statistical analysis of results in Tab. 2, we argue that CSI obviously outperforms the four mainstream baselines in accuracy, diversity and personality, even though there exist different degrees of improvement from GRM to IC-NBI. Especially, CSI acquires considerable improvement in contrast to NBI according to the corrected similarity theory illustrated in Fig. 1 . The corresponding precision-recall curves of CSI and baselines on four datasets are plotted in Fig. 2 . Given a recommendation list length L, a precision via Equ.(6) and recall via l |E P | can be obtained, respectively. Note that l and E P denotes the number of all hitting links in testing set and the size of testing set, respectively. When L varies from 1 to the size of testing set E P , we achieve the whole precision-recall curve (referenced in [46] ). According to the above method, in Fig. 2 labeling x-axis as precision and y-axis as recall, precision-recall curves on four datasets are plotted, of which the identically descending order from the bottom left to the upper right in four subgraphs suggests that the great difference of performance between CSI and baselines and CSI absolutely outperforms all baselines. It further confirm the statistical results in Tab. 2.
To unveil the underlying origin of more considerable performance improvement Figure 2 . Demonstration of precision-recall curves on four datasets. Given a recommendation list length L, a precision and recall can be respectively achieved via Equ.(6) and l |E P | , with l and E P denoting the number of all hitting links in testing set and the size of testing set, respectively. When L varies from 1 to the size of testing set E P , we obtain the whole precision-recall curve (referenced in [46] ). GRM, CF, NBI, IC-NBI and CSI are identically in four subgraphs plotted from the bottom left to upper right. CSI outstandingly outperforms others.
of CSI than baselines, we compare the recommendation processes of these similarity based methods. Generally, GRM tends to recommend the most popular objects to the user with the poorest similarity consideration, undoubtedly leading to the worst performance of all mentioned metrics; CF reasonably based on similarity between users obviously improves performances on six metrics but still ranks with the second worst compared with CSI because of neglecting the similarity between objects and unidirectional uncorrected similarity; NBI, based on network-projected object-similarity, distinctively performs better than CF but also shows severe shortage in contrast to CSI, primarily still due to the unidirectional defective similarity representation between two objects; IC-NBI considers not only the similarity between objects but also penalization on the high degree of popular objects to further improve the performances, but inspite of complementary consideration of degrees of objects and inheriting the uncorrected unidirectional defective similarity representation from NBI. In a word, these traditional similarity based algorithms indeed contains the similar drawback of similarity estimation, while CSI simultaneously considers the forward and backward similarity proportions to correct the originally fake similarity estimations, surely achieving the considerable improvements in accuracy, diversity and personality.
Besides, the low computation complexity is another important concern in the design of prediction algorithm. As we known, the time complexity of product of two N × N matrices is O(N 3 ). From the definitions of CF, NBI, IC-NBI, their time complexities are all O(N 3 ). In contrast, although with same time complexity of O(N 3 ), our index shows stronger performances than them. On the contrary, CF, using sorting algorithm with less time complexity of O(N 2 ) approximately, exhibits the extremely worst performances. Above all, our index achieves best performance with no increase in complexity.
Conclusions
In conclusion, we have studied the similarity based recommendation algorithms (mainly involving with baselines) and find that there are fake similarity estimations including underestimation and overestimation in them due to only considering unidirectional similarity representation for recommendations. After investigating the relation between forward and backward similarity estimations, a corrected similarity based inference model (i.e., CSI) is proposed to make up the drawback of traditional similarity based ones. Through experimental verifications on four representative real datasets, CSI indeed achieves great and impressive improvement in accuracy, diversity and personality (e.g., RYM), compared with baselines. Because of high effectiveness and low complexity, CSI can be applied in various kinds of recommendation environments, such as online news recommendation, online books recommendation, online movies recommendation, online songs recommendation, and so on. Although obtained great improvement, CSI still has weaknesses, for example, the lack of consideration on node degrees which to some extent impacts the effectiveness of personalized recommendations. In future, we will continue our research to further enhance the performances of personalized recommendation.
